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Abstract
In this work, was obtained metallic decorated, single wall Carbon Nanotubes
(SWCNTs) using High Density Chemical Vapor Deposition (HDPCVD) system on chromium thin films on a silicon wafers substrate. The characteristics
of this deposition method are capacity of the segregation of metallic nanoparticlesas seed for the SWCNT growing. Use of magnetic particle decorated
carbon nanotubes increases the applications in magnetic devices, magnetic
memory, and magnetic oriented drug delivery. The CNTs’ spectra show a
unique emission band, but due to the presence of the chromium, the spectra
obtained in this work showed many bands that are related to the CNTs with
different diameters. The CNTs obtained by the HDPCVD system are highly
aligned and showed metallic features. Results of this work proved the possibility of obtaining the controlled deposition of aligned single-walled CNTs forest
films decorated with chromium and suggested future studies in magnetic devices applications.
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1. Introduction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were discovered in 1991 [1]. CNTs are a new form of
carbon that shows an equivalent form a bi-dimensional grapheme sheet wrapped
as a tube. Single-walled carbon nanotubes, made of cylindrically rolled grapheme
sheets, have attracted a lot of attention due to their interesting and potentially
useful electrical and mechanical properties. In particular, regarding their mechanical properties, they have been hailed as the flexible springs of nature. Single-walled carbon nanotubes can be conductive and semiconducting. The elecDOI: 10.4236/wjnse.2020.102003
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trical properties of the carbon nanotubes depend on the diameter of the tubes
and the chiral angle [2]-[7]. The CNTs exhibit excellent properties for many applications, including: electrical, electro-optical, optical, optoelectronic, mechanical, electromechanical, magnetic, electromagnetic, chemical, electrochemical,
thermal and thermoelectric properties [8]. Additionally, their incredible strength
(a consequence of the famously strong carbon bond in the tubular structure)
poses further advantages in nano-mechanic applications. The outstanding properties of CNTs have established the CNT forest as a new class of optically transparent and electrically conductive material that can be used in a numerous application such as field emission displays, and transparent electrodes for optoelectronic devices. Successful implementation of CNTs forest for these applications requires high quality of deposition processes. Generally, carbon nanotubes
are produced by three main techniques, arc discharge, laser ablation and chemical vapor deposition [7].
This work reported methods for obtaining high-aligned single-walled carbon
nanotubes forest decorating with chromium at room temperature. For this was
used high-density plasma chemical vapor deposition processes. The parameters
of plasma processes were varied. Metal nanoparticles decorated single-walled
CNTs have been extensively studied and have shown to cause great enhancement in sensing performance [8]. Due to the presence of chromium, the CNTs
showed metallic properties. Scanning Electron Microscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), micro-Raman Spectroscopy and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
[9] [10] [11] [12] characterized the single-walled CNTs forest decorated with
chromium. In general, the carbon nanotubes spectra show a unique emission
band, but due to the presence of the chromium, the spectra showed many
bands that are related with the carbon nanotubes with different diameters. The
CNTs obtained in this work, can be used as photonic material, due to the
unique structural and electrical properties. With these results it is possible to
obtain controlled deposition of single-walled CNTs decorated with chromium
by high-density plasma chemical vapor deposition system for many applications,
in special for ferromagnetic applications, including applications in magnetic devices, magnetic memory, and magnetic oriented drug delivery [13] [14]. The
main novelty of this work is the presentation of a segregation of chromium seed
during the deposition and use of refractory metal for nano structuration of carbon thin films. The use of chromium possibility is to obtain a low oxidation
magnetic nanoparticle.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. High-Density Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition System
In this work, carbon nanotubes were deposited in a High Density Plasma Chemical Vapor Deposition System [15]. In this case, was couple a planar coil to an RF
system for plasma generation, and an electrostatic shield for plasma densification are used. In this mode, high-density plasmas are obtained. For the ion acceDOI: 10.4236/wjnse.2020.102003
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leration, use another RF system in planar configuration (as seen in Figure 1).
The lower pressure that the system can reach is 2 × 10−7 Torr. In the HDPCVD
system, there are two gas distributors. The main distributor was localized in the
cover of the chamber, where a small homogenization chamber (secondary distributor of gases) exists. A holed ring made the distribution of the gases in the
process chamber. The HDPCVD system has been created to work with gases (six
different types) and liquids (two different types) at the same time. Thus, it is
possible to create carbon nanotubes with additives (nitrogen, fluorine, oxygen,
etc.).

2.2. Samples, Deposition Processes and Characterization
For the growth of the SWCNT forest, pure methane plasma processes are were
used. Silicon wafer as substrate is used [15], for chromium (Cr) deposition using
a Magnetron Sputtering System (250 W, 5 mTorr, 20-sccm argon for 15 min
90˚C temperature and a chromium target) as the precursor material on the substrates. The carbon nanotubes were grown after the sample preparation (cleaning in piranha solution followed for HF dip) with the parameters: 15 mTorr, 250
W (coil power, RF, 13.56 MHz, remote plasma), 40-sccm methane and the deposition time was varied (1, 2, 3 and 4 hours), ambient temperature (Table 1). Raman Spectroscopy is used to characterize the structuration and the hybridization
of the single-walled carbon nanotubes forest decorated with chromium. For the
characterization of the SWCNTs structure was used an atomic force microscope
(AFM), scanning electron microscope (SEM) and XRD Rigaku diffractometer
(goniometer with 1˚/min of speed, cupper RX tube (λ = 1.542 Å)).

Figure 1. Schematically drawing of HDPCVD system. (1) Planar coil, (2) Dielectric window, (3) Electrode, (4) Secondary distributor of gases, and (5) Main distributor of gases.
Table 1. Deposition parameters of chromium thin film and CNT.

DOI: 10.4236/wjnse.2020.102003

Material

Pressure

RF Power

Deposition Time

Deposition Technic

Gas

Cr

5 mTorr

250 W

15 min

Sputtering

Argon

CNT

5 mTorr

250 W

1 h, 2 h, 3 h, 4 h

HDPCVD

CH4
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3. Results and Discussion
Using the Raman Spectroscopy technique it is possible to determine the structural properties, (n, m) index, chirality, etc., but sometimes it is necessary to use
a complementary techniques, because when use chemical vapour deposition
with methane gas for growing the SWCNTs, complex dissociations occur that
could create a large variety of structural characteristics. In this work, obtained
high-aligned SWCNT forest decorated with chromium, and a high-density
plasma chemical vapor deposition technique for deposition processes. These results can be observed in the micro Raman spectra. A typical spectrum for a
unique carbon nanotube presents four characteristics vibrational modes: RBM,
G band, D band and G’ band. In this work, note the presence of these characteristics vibrational modes in CNTs forest films decorated with chromium and
some new vibrational modes related to carbon nanotubes with different diameters when use the HDPCVD system. A typical micro-Raman spectrum obtained
for carbon nanotubes decorated with chromium obtained in this work is showed
in Figure 2.
The vibrational modes in CNTs forest films decorated with chromium are
centred in ~180 cm−1, ~210 cm−1, ~330 cm−1 and ~460 cm−1. These peaks are related to the Radial Breathing Mode (RBM) and the presence of carbon nanotubes in the samples. The combination of the peakcentered in ~180 cm−1 and the
G band centered in 1560 - 1600 cm−1 are related with the strong presence of
armchair SWCNTs in the samples. The vibrational modes centered in ~210
cm−1, ~330 cm−1 and ~460 cm−1 are peaks of the second order (Table 2). They
are related with CNTs with different diameters. The presence of many vibrational modes indicates that obtain SWCNTs with a large range of the diameters due
the presence of the chromium in the samples. The intensity of the peaks in the
micro-Raman spectra increases when increase the final time deposition process.

Figure 2. Typical micro-Raman spectrum for CNTs obtained in this work.
DOI: 10.4236/wjnse.2020.102003
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When increase the deposition time, the intensities of the micro-Raman peaks
increase. This effect occurs due more conformity of the nano-structure formation during the growth of the CNTs due more deposition time.
Figure 3 shows a typical x-ray diffraction pattern for CNTs obtained by
HDPCVD system decorated with chromium. As expected for nanomaterials obtained spectra are noisy and difficult to interpret so for the determination of the
position of the diffraction peaks curve fitting was performed, what enable to explain shape of the noisy XRD patterns correctly. The combination of linear and
Gaussian functions was used for modeling XRD patterns. The diffraction peaks
in XRD pattern at 5˚, 8˚ and 28˚ can be assigned to reflections from the (100) and
(002) planes for carbon nanotubes and the pattern at 41˚ can be assigned to reflections from the (200) plane for chromium. The diffraction peaks in XRD pattern obtained for CNTs decorated with chromium indicating a well-definition of
the peaks and the presence of CNTs with high-alignment. These results prove
the results obtained with the micro-Raman) spectroscopy technique (Table 3).
Table 2. Raman peaks of SWCNT forest.
Bonding

Peaks

RBM

180 cm , 210 cm−1, 330 cm−1, 460 cm−1

D band

1330 cm−1

G band

1560 - 1600 cm−1

G’ band

2700 cm−1

−1

Table 3. XRD peaks position of chromium thin film and CNT.
Technic of analyses

Peaks CNT

Peak Cr

XRD

5˚, 8˚, 28˚

41˚

Figure 3. Typical XRD patterns obtained for CNTs obtained in this work.
DOI: 10.4236/wjnse.2020.102003
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The AFM images are showed in Figure 4. SEM micrographs in Figures 5-7
show the effect of the final deposition time in the CNTs forest growth. Figure 8
shows the fractured surface of CNT nanotubes forest after 3 hours of deposition
time, in this image was possible observation of the nanotube formation.
Observing the AFM image and the SEM micrographs is can observe that the
carbon nanotubes grow up in “clusters” (like a bouquet of flowers). These clusters have high-density of CNTs due the presence of chromium in the samples.
The presence of chromium generates a roughness surfaces in the silicon wafers
and promotes locally an increase of carbon-carbon bonds nucleation, indicating
the carbon films nano-structuration and the high-aligned carbon nanotubes deposition. The total deposition time influences the carbon films structure formation and the carbon nanotubes formation, as can observed in the previous figures. The CNTs clusters formation regions occur due the chromium presence.
The CNTs clusters formation regions occur due the chromium presence.

Figure 4. AFM image for SWCNTs forest decorated
with chromium (deposition time of 4 hours).

Figure 5. SEM micrograph for SWCNTs after 1
hour. deposition time.
DOI: 10.4236/wjnse.2020.102003
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Figure 6. SEM micrograph for SWCNTs after 2
hours deposition time.

Figure 7. SEM micrograph for SWCNTs after 4
hours of deposition time.

Figure 8. SEM micrograph of fractured surface of
SWCNTs after 3 hours deposition time.
DOI: 10.4236/wjnse.2020.102003
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With the SEM micrographs waspossible observe the stages of the CNTs
growth. In the first stages the roughness of the films is low, so the CNTs growth
is very faint. When increase the final deposition time, it was possible notice the
cluster formation of CNTs forest (Figure 8). Due the internal mechanical stress,
CNTs forest obtained with long final deposition time can break. The preferential
growth of the CNTs in the samples occurs due the differences in the superficial
energy in the samples, promoted by the chromium presence. The best process
for obtaining SWCNTS by HDPCVD system is with 4 hours of process deposition at longer times the effect of films conformity (CNTs forest films with low
superficial roughness. The AFM image showed in this work, prove this effect.

4. Conclusion
In this work, was obtained high-aligned single-walled carbon nanotubes forest
decorated with chromium by high-density plasma chemical vapor deposition
system at room temperature. The nano-material was analyzed by micro-Raman
spectroscopy, XRD, SEM and AFM microscopy. The CNTs obtained in this
work showed unique structural properties. These results shown the possibility
obtaining single-walled carbon nanotubes decorated with chromium for many
applications, in special for ferromagnetic applications and SWCNT-based electronic and optoelectronic devices.
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